
mini session $495.00 
10 digital photos  
20 min session 

cake smash backdrop 

reg session $550.00   
14 digital photos  

40 minutes  
indoor/outdoor studio props 

cake smash backdrop 

Signature  $650.00  
18 digital photos ~ up to 3people  

45-60 minutes 
indoor/outdoor studio props 

cake smash backdrop  
This session is perfect for families that wanting a few family photos before cake. 

weekday sessions Tuesday-Friday  
Weekends are additional fee of $75.00 

twins or triples $75.00 to any package  



Birthday sessions are styled to match babies Birthday outfit, Cake or party 
theme. You will want to book your session date 4 weeks before your event,  if 

you are using images from your session.  
We can book out, up to a month in advance so please get your session 

booked in advance with us if you are planing to have a one of a kind Cake 
Smash with us at our Unique studio Monday-Friday from 11:00am-1:00pm. 

{before lunch or after work best}  

Cake & Outfit MUST be provided by parents.  
4’-6’ inch cakes are required.  

Fondant Cakes do not work for cake smash sessions.  
Hard fondant layers make it tough for babies to dig into. 

We do offer a few outfits/tutus BEFORE cake for clients use , depending on 
your child's size and session package you have selected. MINIs do not come 

with this option.  

Signature sessions include ONE additional outfit to the cake smash outfit, use 
of indoor/outdoor props before  

Cake Smash.  

We color style your Birthday backdrop. 
Please provide images of cake SMASH OUTFIT, CAKE, PAPER goods or party 

DECOR you might want to include in your cake smash backdrop, when 
booking so we can put together what will look best in the set design. If you 

do not have a theme we can set design by outfit or color.  

Please bring a LARGE towel, BOX of wipes & a for baby clean up.  
Outfit to go home that can be washed & a bag to transport messy clothing.  

The studio is from the 1940’s so we do not offer hot water or large sink so it is important to bring the 
listed items for baby clean up after the session.


